THE MANUFACTURERS

DecBOOKS
The manufacturers

DECORA is a well founded family
business established in 1962, with its
origins in the antiques and restoration
trade. Starting life in an old slaughter
house in the Cotswold town of
Cirencester the business today operates
from a modern purpose built factory in
Gloucester, supplying its products around
the globe.

The integrity of our family run business
with its roots in the antiques and
restoration trades is reflected in the
superiority of our products.

A modern
take on an old
tradition
False books have a long history. In
the 18th century it was fashionable
to hide doors and cupboards
with false books, especially in
libraries. The spines were cut from
leather bound books and glued to
panels as illustrated above. This
desecration would, at the very least,
be frowned upon today – even if it
were affordable.
DECORA have now made it
possible to maintain this tradition
without harming a single book
with DecBOOKS®
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Traditional
We have developed a special technique
for the faithful reproduction of period
book spines – so perfect that the fully
complement the originals. Even the
most expert eye has difficulty telling
new from old. The spines are cast from
genuine 18th and 19th century books
and are individually coloured, gilded
and waxed by hand.
Each book is therefore unique, retaining
the depth and infinite variety of rich
colourof finely bound old leather,
bearing all the hallmarks of age.

DecBOOKS® are used for:

Concealing

Doors, cupboards, cocktail
bars, folding beds, wardrobes,
unattractive modern appliances,
safes and gun cabinets

Creating

False bookcases and libraries
as decorative features and
focal points, sets for stage and
photography

Filling

empty bookcase shelves and
alcoves, or expanding collections
of genuine leather books

Applying
DecBOOKS® can be incorporated into a variety
of interior styles. Our projects have ranged from
small country cottage style to grand and classical.
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To furniture, panelling , radiator
covers and the lining of lifts

The Gladstone library, Westminster
contains 30,000 DecBOOKS
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Functional
Enhance your office by
concealing your files

Ring binder
315 x 48 x 265mm

Bring order and tranquility to your office
filing by facing box files, lever arch files
and ring binders with DecBOOKS®.
Available with a range of titles including;
Invoices, Ledger, Tax Records, Pensions,
Cokes Copyholder and Archival Records
(Full details are shown in our price list).

Box file
370 x 74 x 280mm

Lever arch
315 x 75 x 300mm

All products are available in traditional
colours, brown, tan, green antique red,
black and vellum.
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Contemporary
The vellum collection has been
successfully introduced to compliment
more contemporary schemes or
where light and natural shades
are desired. Vellum is available
across the whole range of sizes
and designs with each book spine
bearing all the hallmarks of age.
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Decorative
DecBOOKS® are offered with the
largest available range of titles,
colours and sizes and have dozens of
decorative applications. They lend an
unmistakable air of period tranquillity
to home interiors, company rooms,
hotels, exhibitions and shops... indeed,
everywhere they are placed

DecBOOKS® can be supplied
in foot runs. These can be cut
with basic carpentry tools if
necessary. DecBOOKS® may also
be supported on removable free
standing brackets for filling empty
spaces on shelves.
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Comprehensive range
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Ref M/T
Height: 165mm Length: 300mm

Ref C/W
Height: 166mm Length: 239mm

Ref B/F
Height: 172mm Length: 295mm

Ref P/T
Height: 173mm Length: 283mm

Ref F/N
Height: 178mm Length: 275mm

Ref A/H1
Height: 184mm Length: 239mm

Ref G/L
Height: 186mm Length: 295mm

Ref J/R
Height: 197mm Length: 290mm

Ref S/W2
Height: 216mm Length: 308mm

Ref W/J
Height: 218mm Length: 265mm

Ref M/W
Height: 216mm Length: 317mm

Ref K/B
Height: 229mm Length: 240mm

Ref B/R
Height: 230mm Length: 272mm

Ref S/T
Height: 233mm Length: 293mm

Ref N/E
Height: 245mm Length: 291mm

Ref H/C2
Height: 250mm Length: 264mm

We have a comprehensive range of sizes, titles and colours, enough to
fill entire libraries. Shown here is just a very small selection.

Ref O/N
Height: 264mm Length: 290mm

Ref A/T1
Height: 264mm Length: 317mm

Ref C/E2
Height: 265mm Length: 363mm

Ref H/H
Height: 270mm Length: 285mm

Ref C/S2
Height: 315mm Length: 207mm

Ref A/L
Height: 309mm Length: 279mm

Ref C/D
Height: 316mm Length: 200mm

Ref S/P
Height: 312mm Length: 279mm

Ref E/A
Height: 345mm Length: 171mm

Ref O/E2
Height: 350mm Length: 245mm

Ref C/F
Height: 365mm Length: 178mm

Ref C/B2
Height: 432mm Length: 174mm

Ref T/E1 Height: 39mm Length: 158mm Depth: 10mm
Ref T/E2 Height: 20mm Length: 239mm Depth: 14mm

Ref D/E Height: 39mm Width: 226mm Depth: 14mm

Single spines
We can also supply single spines
to finish ends of rows or lay over
gaps above shorter spines.
They are available from 173mm
to 594mm high.

Ref F/E Height: 23mm Width: 312mm Depth: 14mm
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Easy to install

2

3

nE
 ach project is supplied to fit to your
dimensions with drawings and simple
fitting instructions.
nE
 ach shelf is packed in a separate
labelled bundle.
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n DecBOOKS® are simply glued into
position with panel adhesive which
is readily available from hardware
stores.

nE
 ach book spine panel and any single
spines have position labels on their
reverse for easy identification.

An example of how
DecBOOKS are applied
to a door
1

 att black paint for traditional
M
colour DecBOOKS®. For vellum
DecBOOKS® we recommend a
background colour the same as
the bookcase surround
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Panelled door

3

Plywood to create a flat surface
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Adhesive

5

Shelf strip - 25mm front to back

6

 ecorative moulding applied
D
over shelf and leather
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DecBOOKS®
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Solid DecBOOKS can be supplied for
decoration and end of rows
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DecBOOKS are cast from genuine 18th and 19th century books and
are individually coloured, gilded and waxed by hand.

Quotation

Uniform

Simply give us the dimensions of
the area you wish to cover with
DecBOOKS® (A plan or rough
sketch is helpful), and then we will
come back with a quotation.
Then choose the style of layout
you require, i.e. uniform or random
in traditional or vellum colours.

Ordering
We recommend that you talk to
us in the initial stages of a project,
prior to commencement of joinery
work or even drawing stage for the
best results.

Random

We are always happy to offer our
advice and experience on any
question or idea you have

Call us on 01452 307700

Uniform in vellum

Email sales@decoramouldings.com
Visit www.decoramouldings.com

Choose your style
Uniform or Random?
By selecting either style of layout or a combination
of both, the effect of a formal or well-used library
can be created using traditional or vellum colours.
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Decora Mouldings
Northbrook Road, Gloucester, GL4 3DP
T: 01452 307700
F: 01452 310506
E: sales@decoramouldings.com
www.decoramouldings.com

© Design Copyright. All dimensions are approximate. Due to the handmade nature of our
products variations will occur. We reserve the right to alter sizes and designs in line with our
policy of continual product development. It is the users responsibility to determine suitability
of application and adhesive. DecBOOKS® is registered under the trade marks act 1994 number
2418525. DECORA® is registered trademark number 2418524. All products are protected by
design copyright and any infringement will result in the appropriate legal action to be taken.

